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Introduction
What dynamic links most dramatic advances in human history? For Nielsen (2012), it has been 
innovations in the research, or discovery process itself, which primarily account for most of the 
dramatic, or revolutionary advances in human history. Rothwell’s (1994) generations of 
innovation theory predict that each ‘generation’ of innovation theory has driven the time/cost 
curve of production closer to its origin. Considering knowledge production according to 
Rothwell’s logic offers useful insights into how to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
research process itself.

However, Rothwell’s fifth (final) generation of innovation essentially relates to the electronification 
of the production process. A sixth generation framework is lacking, incorporating certain 
developments and novel opportunities offered by new technologies, as well as a new era of 
radically increased connectivity, digitisation and big data analysis capabilities. Rothwell’s 
framework, therefore lacks in its application to the management context of innovation theory, is 
an integration of literature on scale relationships, or how concepts of economies of scale can be 
integrated into his model.

Given the need to augment literature relating to Rothwell’s schema, the objective of this article is 
to extend Rothwell’s (1994) categorisation of generations of innovation to incorporate recent 
technological capabilities. In so doing, an emerging theoretical framework is developed, together 
with a proposed research agenda that derives from this framework.

This work, therefore, seeks to build on the literature that suggests that digitisation creates the 
potential for marginal costs (the cost of producing one additional unit) to be driven close to zero, 
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with important societal implications (Loebbecke & Picot, 
2015). The potential for increasing returns to scale, or scale 
economies in the research (or research and development 
[R&D] process) itself (Callaghan, 2017), arguably has the 
potential to reshape society in certain important ways.

The article, therefore, seeks to make the following 
contributions to the literature. Firstly, it locates technology 
and its influence on society in relation to a seminal innovation 
schema that provides a clear rationale for linking time and 
costs to knowledge production. This contribution is perhaps 
timely, in light of the technologically enabled scale economies 
that now exist in both data collection and analysis. A 
theoretical framework is however needed to guide further 
research and practice at the nexus of research practice and 
emergent technologies.

This work contributes to an important stream of management 
literature that relates to the management of the research process 
itself. According to Nielsen (2012:19), the ‘reinvention of 
discovery is one of the great changes of our time’, whereby 
for ‘historians looking back a hundred years from now, there 
will be two eras of science: Pre-networked science, and 
network science’, and are currently ‘experiencing a time of 
transition to the second era of science’. The discussions here 
will also draw on Nielsen’s (2012) theory of networked 
science to identify certain channels, or mechanisms through 
which the research, or R&D process can be reconceptualised 
in terms of its configurations to take account of novel 
technological opportunities.

Secondly, this article seeks to make a contribution to the recent 
debates about how technology is enabling a fourth industrial 
revolution (Schwab, 2017), a third industrial revolution 
(Rifkin, 2011), a fourth paradigm of scientific research (Gray, 
2009) and a second machine age (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 
2014). Seemingly lacking from these newly emerged bodies 
of literature is a core organising rationale, or a conceptual 
underpinning logic, that exists in the same form as that 
offered by Rothwell’s (1994) schema. This work seeks to 
synthesis this literature according to the logic of time and 
cost offered by Rothwell’s model, linking these logic to the 
need for responsiveness to societally important research problems.

Thirdly, this article seeks to also make a contribution to the 
technological innovation literature in terms of its application 
of management theory to disaster management research. A 
specific characteristic of conditions of disaster has particular 
relevance for the augmentation of Rothwell’s (1994) schema, 
namely that under conditions of disaster, the data required 
for research problem solving are typically only available after 
the onset of the disaster. This extension contributes to theory 
and practice in business contexts in which the time and cost 
dimensions of research are constrained. For Schwab (2017:20), 
all ‘new developments and technologies have one key feature 
in common: they leverage the pervasive power of digitisation 
and information technology’. The discussions undertaken 
here seek to offer certain novel conceptual insights into how 

further theory development and research can be organised to 
build on Rothwell’s principles to study how to leverage the 
power of technology to ‘crash’ the time dimension of 
discovery process itself.

Having outlined the objective of the article, it proceeds as 
follows: Firstly, theory and literature are reviewed that 
relate to Rothwell’s descriptive ‘generations of innovation’ 
schema. Theory related to a further generation of 
innovation is then introduced, with specific reference to 
certain opportunities suggested by recent novel innovation 
theory, and how economies of scale can be achieved in the 
R&D process. The rise of networked science is then 
discussed, in relation to Nielsen’s notion of the reinvention 
of discovery, as well as to Gray’s predictions of scientific 
convergence associated with the ‘fourth paradigm’ of 
scientific research. Discussions are extended to include 
Kitchin’s suggestions that big data science now offers 
useful insights for how theory development itself is 
changing, to capture new opportunities for big data 
analysis. Testable propositions are then derived. The 
implications of the augmented theory for society are then 
discussed in terms of positive (utopian), negative 
(dystopian) and more realistic expectations. Theory and 
literature related to Rothwell’s typology of innovation 
theories is now reviewed.

Theory and literature
Given the persistent failure of contemporary research systems 
to solve certain societally important problems (Nielsen, 2012; 
Wallace & Ràfols, 2018), not least of which is the problem of 
climate change, theory development needs to also focus on 
how to improve the research process itself. Which theoretical 
insights are then most helpful in the quest to improve the 
scientific discovery process, and what would the implications 
for society be, of such an improvement? Using these questions 
as an ordering framework, certain theoretical perspectives 
are now considered, in order to develop an embryonic 
theoretical framework that is able to make predictions about 
the impact on society of further theory development that is 
guided by an augmented form of Rothwell’s (1994) schema. 
In doing so, this study builds on Rothwell’s (1994) innovation 
theory to take into account more recent literature, particularly 
that which relates to technological change.

Rothwell’s generation of innovations schema
What links the different generations of innovation in 
Rothwell’s schema? Rothwell (1994) uses the logics of 
development cost and development time as axes to plot the 
way different generations of innovation have driven the 
time/cost curves associated with each generation closer to 
the origin. This plot is shown in Figure 1.

Rothwell’s (1994) first generation innovation process relates 
primarily to a period in which technological progress drove 
innovation, or an era associated with innovation that resulted 
from technological push.
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The second generation of innovation, primarily associated 
with the period from about 1965 to the early 1970s, relates to 
a shift in the focus of innovation towards strategic marketing 
issues, or market pull innovation. Increasing attention was 
therefore paid to competition for market share, and demand 
side factors, over this period (Rothwell, 1994).

Rothwell’s (1994) third generation of innovation relates to 
the coupling model, whereby market and technology aspects 
of the innovation process were related sequentially, and 
feedback loops were integrated into a model that incorporated 
aspects of the first and second generations of innovation. 
This model was derived from insights gleaned from the 
period from 1970 or so through to the mid-1980s, and the 
successes of Unites States (US) firms. Rothwell’s third 
generation of innovation is illustrated, together with the 
fourth and fifth, in Figure 1.

The fourth generation of innovation was primarily derived 
from analysis of the successes of Japanese companies, 
from the 1980s onwards until the early 1990s (Rothwell, 
1994). This generation of innovation relates to the use of 
integrated systems, functional overlap, and parallel 
development, combined with ‘design for manufacturing’ 
principles, whereby Japanese firms were able to ascend to 
global dominance in manufacturing.

Rothwell’s fifth generation of innovation describes how the 
focus of innovation turned towards the application of 
technology to harness extensive horizontal and vertical 
alliances, to increase the flexibility of responses to markets, 
and which enabled the comprehensive ‘electronification’ of 
the innovation process itself (Rothwell, 1994:25).

Rothwell’s schema, however, is yet to be revisited to 
incorporate the influence of technologies that have emerged 
since the time that it was first developed. Augmenting this 
framework is therefore important, so as to incorporate novel 
theory that predicts that the development/time curve of 
knowledge production can be driven closer to the origin.

Indeed, certain technological developments have made 
accelerated learning possible in the R&D process itself.

The next generation on innovation 
theory
Technological change has enabled economics of scope and 
scale in the research process itself. Probabilistic innovation 
theory (PIT) (Callaghan, 2017) suggests that the mechanics 
that underlie crowdsourced R&D, or crowdsourcing 
processes and principles applied to the research process, can 
allow for high volume data collection as well as high volume 
problem solving inputs, which can result in a probabilistic 
relationship between problem solving inputs and outputs. 
An example of these economies of scale and scope is 
InnoCentive (InnoCentive, 2018), a site that allows firms to 
put scientific problems up as open calls to be solved on the 
Internet. The success of this process demonstrates that it is 
possible to solve certain complex scientific problems more 
quickly and cost effectively than they could be using in-
house company R&D departments.

Novel opportunities that characterise the 
development of new innovation theories
Whereas in the past large organisational units were necessary 
to be able to combine the resources necessary for effective 
scientific R&D, because of technological advances the 
optimum size of a productive unit has shrunk (Reynolds, 
2006:3).

Whereas economies of scope and scale used to give larger 
organisations an advantage, technology has neutralised this 
advantage in many areas (Reynolds, 2006). Rothwell’s theory 
relates to what is perhaps a first generation of R&D, in that 
economies of scale and scope were maximised under the 
auspices of the large organisations that were needed to obtain 
scale economies. However, given the advances in Internet 
and Communication Technologies (ICTs) that now allow 
radically increased economies of scale and scope, it is 
now necessary to update Rothwell’s framework to include 
these new potentialities. Given the importance of these 
developments, this new generation of innovation might be 
considered a sixth generation of innovation (6G). The new 
R&D capabilities enabled by new technologies warrant 
recognition as another wave of theory that has the potential 
to push Rothwell’s cost/time curve closer to the axis. On the 
basis of these criteria, the addition of this category to the 
Rothwell model is considered to be justified, as it rectifies a 
deficiency in this specific stream of literature.

Economies of scale in the research process 
itself: How?
The extension of Rothwell’s model is important, because 
there is much to be learned about how the open collaboration 
techniques of crowdsourced R&D can be used to capture 
scale effects. According to Nielsen (2012:55), open source 
collaboration can capture scale effects, an important 
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FIGURE 1: Rothwell’s generations of innovation.
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example of which is the success of Linux, whereby open 
source software developers are able to develop thousands 
of lines of code per day. Open source collaborative R&D 
models like those used by Linux have come to challenge the 
dominance of conventional R&D models, such as that 
applied by Microsoft.

According to Nielsen (2012:55), open source is ‘a general 
design methodology that can be applied to any project 
involving digital information’. It is argued here that this 
design methodology complements existing crowdsourced 
R&D theory. A sixth generation of innovation perspective 
might be useful in that it describes certain regularities that 
underlie the emergence of recent discourse around the ‘fourth 
industrial revolution’ (Schwab & Samans, 2016), ‘fourth 
paradigm of scientific research’ (Gray, 2009) and incorporates 
them into Rothwell’s (1994) theory, in that its logics offer a 
clear conceptual rationale to aid further theory building. The 
present and coming productivity increases of the fourth 
industrial revolution relate to developments in artificial 
intelligence, biotechnology, genetics, robotics, 3D printing 
and nanotechnology, as well as the impact of these 
technologies on jobs and work systems (Schwab & Samans, 
2016) are usefully incorporated into Rothwell’s model in 
terms of their cost and time productivity characteristics. If 
these technologies are able to ultimately push the cost and 
time dimensions of production much closer to the origin, 
then 6G would be expected to contribute to much more cost 
effective innovation. If important societal research becomes 
almost costless and can also be conducted more quickly 
(without compromising rigor), then this could also be 
considered to represent another generation of R&D, itself, if 
these predictions are indeed reflected in developments to 
come. These capabilities could be particularly important for 
research of societal importance, which has typically been 
neglected by industrially oriented innovation theory (Zoo, 
De Vries, & Lee, 2017).

The reinvention of discovery: The rise of 
networked science
Nielsen (2012) categorises these new open collaborations and 
their technologically enabled potentialities as ‘networked 
science.’ According to Nielsen (2012:19), the ‘reinvention of 
discovery is one of the great changes of our time’. For 
‘historians looking back a hundred years from now, there 
will be two eras of science: pre-network science, and 
networked science’ (p. 19). He further suggests that we are 
currently ‘experiencing a time of transition to the second era 
of science’, notwithstanding the ‘possibility [that this 
transition] will fail or fall short of its potential’. Indeed, 
without the synthesis of different literatures and their 
incorporation into pre-existing theoretical frameworks it will 
be difficult to ensure that the full potential of these ideas are 
realised. It is, therefore, important to bring together these 
different literatures and the different terminologies therein, 
to reduce redundancies in discourse and theory development 
relating to technological change and its enablement of the 
R&D process itself.

Importantly, others also support the notion that because of 
new developments in technology we are at a crossroads in 
the discovery process. According to Gray (2009:xv), ‘almost 
everything about science is changing because of the impact of 
information technology’, as experimental, theoretical and 
computational sciences ‘are all being affected by the data 
deluge, and a fourth, “data intensive” science paradigm is 
emerging’.

The point of convergence
According to Gray (2009), paradigms of science have followed 
a progression of change. Science has developed from being 
primarily empirical, describing natural phenomena, to a new 
paradigm of theoretical science based on models and 
generalisations, but in recent decades computational science 
has emerged, offering the potential to simulate complex 
phenomena. Today, data exploration, or eScience, now seeks 
to unify theory, as data are either captured by instruments or 
simulated, and processed by software (Gray, 2009). Unlike in 
previous times, Internet connectivity is now able to ‘unify all 
the scientific data with all the literature to create a world in 
which the data and the literature interoperate with each 
other’ (p. xv). Such a capability ‘will increase the “information 
velocity” of the sciences and will improve the scientific 
productivity of researchers’ (Gray, 2009:xv). Given the rise of 
technologies described by Schwab and Samans (2016), that 
underlie the enablement of eScience and Internet connectivity, 
a radical shift in Rothwell’s cost/time innovation curve 
is predicted on account of these changes, with important 
societal implications.

The point of convergence, at which scientific data are 
seamlessly integrated with literature (Gray, 2009), is taken to 
be an important landmark, where interconnectivity in 
scientific research completes ‘the circle’, of the knowledge 
flows between the discovery process itself and all pre-
existing literature. These changes echo arguments that the 
potentialities of big data analytics can also offer useful 
insights into potential innovations in the theory development 
process itself. Big data allows for more complete, and 
ultimately comprehensive, knowledge of phenomenon and 
their interlinkages. For Kitchin (2014:4), big data analysis 
can capture an entire domain, offering comprehensive 
knowledge of the interrelationships between phenomena, 
heralding the emergence of a new mode of science itself. 
There is, thus, ultimately the possibility of ‘full resolution 
data’ or data which can inductively link all phenomena 
through universal coverage. It is this convergence principle 
that characterises the 6G innovation generation in the 
augmented Rothwell model.

Convergence and the need for new modes of 
theorising
Some have suggested that full data coverage will eclipse 
deductive approaches, a condition described by some as the 
‘end of theory’ that results in an exclusively inductive 
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paradigm (Kitchin, 2014:5/6). Kitchin attempts to reconcile 
inductive and deductive methods of inquiry, offering 
the notion of ‘data-driven science’ which maintains the 
principles of the scientific method, ‘but is more open to using 
a hybrid combination of abductive, inductive and deductive 
approaches to advance the understanding of a phenomenon’ 
(p. 6). This approach, termed holistic theoretical assemblage 
(Kitchin, 2014), suggests that applying these three modes of 
theory development to a context of increasingly accessible 
big data will allow knowledge gaps that exist between 
different branches of science to be filled. Thus, the 6G 
generation also calls for new forms of theory development to 
suit new modes of data analysis. At this nexus, discussions of 
theory now turn to the derivation of theoretical propositions.

Ethical consideration 
This was a conceptual article and thus no ethical approval 
was necessary.

Derivation of propositions
Rothwell’s theory has neither to date incorporated the 
potential opportunities offered by big data analytics, nor the 
implications for further theory development that derive from 
this incorporation. PIT suggests that what is ‘not known’ can 
be considered to represent a problem landscape, or a problem 
space (Callaghan, 2017), and that historical R&D systems 
have failed to solve certain important societal problems 
because this problem space has not been ‘populated’ to date 
with the necessary volumes of problem solvers. From this 
literature, the following proposition is derived:

Proposition 1: Cost and time efficiencies in R&D predicted by 6G 
innovation theory are ultimately a probabilistic function of the 
extent to which problem spaces are populated by problem 
solvers.

This proposition is taken to derive from the augmented 
Rothwell framework also echoing PIT predictions that 
relationships between R&D inputs and outputs will in time 
dramatically reduce in their uncertainty. Certain important 
implications derive from this proposition, not least of which 
is the prediction that risk in the R&D process can be radically 
reduced over time. If inequality in the outcomes of scientific 
discovery is primarily because of its high costs (which 
prioritise the needs of wealthier populations) then a dramatic 
reduction in risk is expected to accompany decreases in the 
cost of required investments. The following proposition is 
therefore proposed:

Proposition 2: Cost and time efficiencies in R&D predicted by 6G 
innovation theory will result in more equitable outcomes in the 
discovery process.

These proposed effects flow from Rothwell’s augmented 
theory as a logical function of the dynamics of the time/cost 
curve logics. It must be acknowledged that these discussions 
are considered at a certain level of abstraction, and a full 
discussion of the micro-level mechanisms and processes that 
operationalise this augmented theory are beyond the scope 

of this article. Nevertheless, it is important to identify further 
literature that supports the underlying assumptions of these 
propositions, namely that powerful cost and time efficiencies 
can be attained through the application of technology to the 
research process itself. The value of these propositions lies in 
their ability to focus further theory development and research 
on these time/cost dynamics.

In terms of changes in scientific research processes, a 
movement that has come to light is that of citizen science. 
Arising, interestingly enough, from research methods applied 
to ornithology, citizen science extends participation in 
scientific research to members of the population, or 
citizens (see Bonney et al., 2009, 2014 for a useful summary 
of this). This body of literature has also emerged since 
Rothwell’s original conceptualisation, providing an important 
supplementary theoretical framework in that it provides 
insights into how open collaborations can be extended across 
populations to achieve scale economies in data collection as 
well as analysis. Importantly, this body of literature suggests 
ways in which problem spaces can be ‘populated’ with large 
numbers of people. These conceptions, therefore, offer a 
useful complement to Rothwell’s (1994) framework, helping 
to bring it up to date with recent developments in such a way 
as to clarify how (and where) further research can build on it.

Those across different fields can benefit from theory that 
shows how to shift the time/cost curve by harnessing the 
potential of big data combined with the connectivity 
advantages of linking large numbers of experts. According 
to Nielsen (2012:13), scientists across fields are increasingly 
collaborating online, as they are, ‘piece by piece, assembling 
all the world’s knowledge into a single giant edifice’, thereby 
accelerating the rate of scientific advancement. Nielsen’s 
(2012) vision of change in the discovery process itself echoes 
that of Kitchin’s (2014), whereby more complete data 
coverage guided by theory development can result in more 
complete knowledge, which can radically reduce the 
problem space, even that related to societally important 
problems. Innovations in the method of scientific discovery 
itself are typically unlike others, in that they can have a 
considerable impact across scientific fields. Indeed, according 
to Nielsen (2012:12), ‘the process of science-how discoveries 
are made-will change more in the next twenty years than it 
has in the past 300 years’ on account of the dynamics 
reflected in certain practical examples, one of which is the 
Polymath project. Such examples have a definitional role. 
These examples may usefully illustrate, in real-life terms, the 
emerging phenomenon of the 6G. On the basis of this 
literature and the predictions of networked science the 
following proposition is derived:

Proposition 3: Cost and time efficiencies in R&D predicted by 6G 
innovation theory now offer the potential for near real time 
research productivity.

Rothwell’s augmented theory is still at this point of the 
discussions lacking a complementary framework that relates 
to the assumptions underlying the dynamics of collaboration. 
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With regard to human population growth, Hardin (1968) 
invokes the notion of the tragedy of the commons, using the 
example of a herdsman whose utility of adding an animal to 
a herd is much greater than the negative utility associated 
with overgrazing (which is shared by all of the herdsmen).

Whereas the tragedy of the commons can be averted by the 
allocation of private property rights, morality is system-
specific, according to Hardin. If failure to share data, or 
knowledge in the research process (up to publication, or even 
after) benefits the individual, and the negative utility, or costs 
of not sharing (or not collaborating) are lower because they 
are shared by all of society, then the assumption that researchers 
will typically share knowledge or collaborate requires closer 
scrutiny.

The problem with sharing data is that it is not typically 
rewarded or incentivised. The example of the Bermuda 
Agreement in 1996 offers useful insights into how the 
agreement to share all human genetic data stood to benefit 
science as a whole considerably, and how grant agencies 
supported this agreement, resulting in an important turning 
point for scientific discovery (Nielsen, 2012). Therefore, 
according to Nielsen, the incentives that underlie progress, as 
evidenced by the success of the Bermuda Agreement, are key 
to achieving changes in the discovery process itself. 
Proposition 4 is, therefore, derived:

Proposition 4: Incentive structures that support research 
collaboration are a necessary condition to the change in the 
discovery process itself predicted by 6G innovation theory.

Under conditions of increasing technological change and 
uncertainty, R&D theorists and practitioners need to rely on 
theory to understand the patterns, or underlying regularities 
underlying these changes, and to be able to forecast the 
impact of these changes. Without such forecasting, it is 
difficult to take advantage of these changes to improve R&D 
practice.

Discussions to this point have sought to identify deficiencies 
in Rothwell’s descriptive framework and to draw together 
literature to supplement these weaknesses. The augmented 
form of Rothwell’s schema, as developed here, might offer 
useful insights for theory and practice, as it is now possible 
to draw out implications for society. This schema now forms 
the basis of a nascent theoretical frame, as it links time and 
cost logics to new opportunities associated with novel 
technologies.

Given that the second objective of this article is to differentiate 
between certain societal impacts predicted by Rothwell’s 
augmented theory, it is necessary to first differentiate between 
three different scenarios, namely more favourable, more 
problematic, and more likely, or more probable societal 
outcomes. Whereas four core propositions were derived in 
the earlier sections, these four propositions are now used as 
core tenets of Rothwell’s augmented schema to order the 
importance of societal implications, and as a heuristic to 

prioritise key challenges facing the successful application 
of the framework (Figure 2). These implications are now 
considered.

Utopian societal outcomes
At the extreme, a sixth generation innovation, associated 
with scalable research outcomes, or radical increases in cost 
and time efficiencies of R&D, may result in research projects 
with the characteristics of the examples highlighted by those 
such as Nielsen (2012). Projects that demonstrate these 
characteristics already exist and a reverse engineering of 
their micro processes reveal mechanisms through which they 
have achieved economics of scope and scale. These processes 
of open science take advantage of open innovation principles. 
The human genome and HapMap projects provide evidence 
of the importance of the change in science towards open 
science. According to Nielsen (2012:55), open source is ‘a 
general design methodology that can be applied to any 
project involving digital information’.

PIT predicts that it is only a matter of time until technology 
provides the capabilities necessary to populate problem 
spaces sufficiently to attain near real time research 
productivity. As Nielsen (2012) suggests this body of 
developing theory predicts a world in which cancer can be 
cured or other societally important problems can be solved in 
weeks instead of decades or centuries. Large open source 
projects are able to focus the efforts large numbers of expert 
and non-expert knowledge problem solvers on societally 
important problems, also proving a more effective and 
quicker response to disasters. Such improved responsiveness 
to societally important problems may herald a more ethical 
approach to biomedical disasters (Fenton, Chillag, & Michael, 
2015), in that the current system may be unethical in its slow 
response to these problems.

The example of Linux offers a perspective of certain principles 
that other similar projects build on (Nielsen, 2012), whereby 

The Mobilisa�on Challenge (Proposi�on 1)
Cost and �me efficiencies in R&D predicted by Rothwell’s
theory are ul�mately a probabilis�c func�on of the extent
to which problem spaces are populated by problem solvers.

The Equity Challenge (Proposi�on 2) 
Cost and �me efficiencies in R&D predicted by Rothwell’s 
theory will result in more equitable outcomes in the 
discovery process.

The Real Time Challenge (Proposi�on 3) 
Cost and �me efficiencies in R&D predicted by Rothwell’s
theory now offer the poten�al for near real �me 
research produc�vity.

The Incen�visa�on Challenge (Proposi�on 4) 
Incen�ve structures that support research collabora�on are
a necessary condi�on to change in the discovery process itself. 

FIGURE 2: Rothwell’s augmented theory: Key societal challenges. 
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open source collaboration can capture large scale effects. 
According to a utopian perspective of the societal implications 
of Rothwell’s augmented theory, there are few negative 
societal implications from the proliferation of research 
methodologies that can attain economies of scale. A utopian 
perspective of these changes suggests a world in which 
thousands of experts are efficiently linked in real time to 
solve important societal problems. The successful application 
of these methods to biomedical research, for example, might 
be taken to achieve in days and weeks what could previously 
only be achieved in years, decades or even centuries. More 
affordable and effective R&D processes could radically 
reshape human health outcomes, and reduce burdens of 
health costs, as well as power inequalities in the distribution 
of R&D outcomes, as the information explosion of past 
decades is supplanted by a knowledge explosion enabled by 
the quest for economies of scale across R&D contexts.

In short, a utopian interpretation of the implications of this 
body of theory predicts radical improvements in societal 
problem solving, and a new era of improved healthcare and 
a better quality of life for everybody. Having briefly 
considered the utopian perspective, its dystopian alternative 
is now also considered.

Dystopian societal outcomes
As with all important societal changes brought by 
technological change, it is important to consider the dystopian 
potential of this body of theory. There are certain scenarios in 
which societies might not end up better off with technological 
change (see Callaghan, 2018 for a more comprehensive 
discussion of these). 

Firstly, it is possible for this theory to be put to use by groups 
that do not reflect the broader society. If elites were able to 
harness the potential of these methods and keep these 
benefits to themselves, without allowing the majority of 
society to benefit, then this would increase power asymmetries 
in society. Similarly, if national boundaries differentiate 
access to these methods then inequality between national 
states might be exacerbated.

Secondly, these methods might be applied to create R&D 
outcomes that can be destructive. It is not inconceivable that 
certain nation states might seek to weaponise outcomes using 
these methods. However, the use of large groups of people in 
the open collaborations necessary to achieve these economies 
of scale might in itself be a check on negative developments.

Thirdly, with such powerful mechanisms becoming 
formalised, crowdsourced R&D methods might be used 
indiscriminately, without ethical research oversight. It is 
important to develop ethical frameworks that are robust to 
accelerated R&D protocols. There already exist longstanding 
technological risks in the form of genetics, nanotechnology 
and robotics (Joy, 2000), and the use of these methods can 
accelerate these risks. As with all powerful technologies and 

discovery methods with the potential to greatly benefit 
societies, oversight is important. Further research should 
seek to develop ethical frameworks for R&D in anticipation 
of these coming changes.

According to a dystopian scenario, therefore, mobilisation of 
large numbers of participants might face substantial 
difficulties, and the examples discussed here may largely be 
exceptions rather than the rule. Under the control of elite 
groups and nations, these methods might result in increasing 
inequality in R&D outcomes. For a variety of reasons, near 
real time R&D might simply not be possible, or if not, then it 
might only benefit the few that are most powerful and lead to 
reinforcement of power. It also needs to be acknowledged 
that the incentivisation of collaborations and of data and 
knowledge sharing across global platforms might prove to be 
impossible, as individuals, groups, firms or nations may not 
give up valuable knowledge.

Most likely outcomes
Although utopian and dystopian scenarios predict very 
different outcomes, there are certain outcomes which might 
be predicted with more certainty. Rothwell’s augmented 
theory predicts how time and cost efficiencies can be achieved 
in R&D, and how technological change can be harnessed in 
support of these ends. Key to achieving these efficiencies is 
the challenge of mobilising sufficient problem solving inputs 
to solve important knowledge problems. Project participation 
akin to Galaxy Zoo’s over 200 000 participants may not easily 
possible, but to draw learning together it might be necessary 
to formalise Rothwell’s augmented theory and to derive a 
formal methodology from it. Crowdsourced R&D has already 
been tasked with seeking scale and scope economies in R&D 
in a methodological approach. Further research might 
usefully build on this project to deepen crowdsourced R&D 
as a scientific methodology.

Power relationships in R&D might presently favour wealthier 
markets, as the uncertainty associated with R&D investments 
bias decisions in favour of those with more promising 
returns. The extent to which the theoretical principles and 
their attendant methods proposed here are able to improve 
the lot of society is perhaps dependent on the extent to which 
these ideas become formalised, and are taken into the 
scientific system as a complement to existing research 
methods. These proposed methods are perhaps not well 
suited to replace other scientific methods, but to create new 
value through complementing existing scientific systems. 
Arguably, reducing discovery time and costs of R&D is 
possible, as evidenced by Nielsen’s (2012) examples of how 
discovery systems are currently being re-shaped to take into 
account principles of economies of scale. Social justice may 
be better served by lower cost and quicker R&D processes 
that can serve societal needs more efficiently and effectively. 
The most likely scenario is that these advances will take 
longer than expected to manifest, but that when they do, 
their influence will quickly be felt across the sciences.
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The goal of near real time R&D might simply not be possible 
at present, but by focusing research efforts on this goal, 
Rothwell’s framework may be useful, and it is surely just a 
matter of time until incremental advances against this goal 
are realised.

Conclusion
The first objective of this article was to conceptually engage 
with a typology of innovation relating to production in 
industrial contexts and to link this typology to more recent 
literature that relates the rise of novel technologies to the 
phenomenon of near real time research problem solving. The 
second objective of the article was to derive certain societal 
implications from this augmented framework. These societal 
influences were differentiated according to three different 
categories of potential outcomes, namely those most 
beneficial, those most harmful and those most probable.

This article sought to contribute to the literature in the 
following ways. Firstly, the article contributes through 
applying Rothwell’s (1994) descriptive theory of industrial 
production to the research production process itself 
(conceptualising research production as industrial production). 
This approach was taken to offer useful insights for how R&D 
can be reconceptualised in terms of the twin goals of time 
and cost efficiency, in support of an explicit goal of near real 
time research productivity. These insights are considered to 
suggest a useful perspective of how to achieve more effective 
and efficient research production, with implications for real 
time research problem solving, without compromising on 
scientific rigor. Secondly, the article incorporated different 
literature and made explicit the way these bodies of literature 
complement Rothwell’s theory. Examples were drawn from 
the literature to illustrate arguments made, and testable 
propositions were derived for further research. Thirdly, 
societal implications of the augmented body of theory were 
identified and discussed, thus making explicit certain 
potential opportunities and threats associated with the 
application of this framework.

Further research should test the propositions and theoretical 
principles outlined here, and render a test of this body of 
theory across different contexts. The attainment of near real 
time research capability, and its application to solve important 
societal problems, may ultimately be dependent on the 
successful development of a body of theory that can support 
applications to practice, across different fields of research.
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